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About Paper
- Written by, Jungseock Joo, Zachary C Steinert-Threlkeld
- UCLA, Department of Communication and Department of Political Science
- Found this paper via Twitter
- Zachary C Steinert-Threlkeld has been working on analysis of political 

situation via social media data. His another study is;
- The Future of Event Data is Images (Couldn’t access)

- The similar paper;
- Text as Data: The Promise and Pitfalls of Automatic Content Analysis Methods for Political 

Texts
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Things to Highlight
- The importance of images for Event Analysis (Political)
- Analysing events through images (videos)
- Applications of Computer Vision (CV) in Political Science Research

- Political Behavior
- Political Communication
- Development
- Subnational Conflict

- Using text and image data together
- Measuring Crowd Size
- South Korea and Hong Kong Protests in More Detail (Crowd analysis)



Outline
- Introduction: From Text to Image
- Computer Vision and Deep Learning
- Tasks in Computer Vision
- Training and Validation
- Applications in Political Science Research
- Demonstrations: Protest Analysis with Images
- Conclusion and Future Work



Text vs Image



History of Computer Vision
- Manual feature extraction for images
- Classifying features with shallow systems
- Inaccurate outputs to describe images
- Due to computation cost, it’s expensive to work in this field
- Popularity of using pattern recognition algorithms 



History of Deep Learning
- Linear Regression to Logistic Regression
- Logistic Regression to Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
- ANN to Neural Networks (NN)
- NN to Deep Neural Networks (DNN)
- DNN to Deep Learning (DL)
- DL for Computer vision and other fields such as speech recognition or text 

generation
- Super smart DNN for all kinds of data types



Progress on Computer Vision and Deep Learning
- Better algorithms for processing
- Better and bigger computational devices
- Community growth
- Industry support
- Application areas

- License plate detection and recognition
- Face detection (Facebook started using on early 2000’s)

- Active research on different fields
- Health, Agriculture, Video production, Security

- Availability of data for products from products
- Number of software increase gives us more data
- With more data we have more and better products

- Transfer Learning (Knowledge, feature, and model transfer)



Traditional vs Deep Learning for Classification



Tasks in Computer Vision
- Image Segmentation
- Image Classification
- Object Detection

- Face Detection
- Face Recognition

- Semantic Segmentation
- Human Pose Estimation







Tasks in Computer Vision



Human Attribute Classification
Face image can give you;

- Emotions (Happy, Sad, Angry, etc)
- Race 
- Gender
- Age (young, baby, old, teenager, etc)
- Expressions 
- Reactions (shock, surprise, etc)
- Human attributes (cry, kiss, Lip reading)



Tasks in Computer Vision



Text and Image Together
- Text on image as caption

- Can’t describe the image itself, it’s an expression for the moment

- Text on images
- Text on banner
- Text on memes
- Text on Police wears, gears, etc
- Organization name, logo, slogan, etc



CV Applications on Political Science
- Crowd analysis
- Demographic information gathering through face feature extraction

- Diversity analysis on airports

- Politician analysis from face expressions and behaviors
- Understanding development on political events

- Remote sensing data
- Especially research studies on socioeconomic indicators
- Distribution of building types on a city and land use in rural area 
- Determining temporal changes in cities large areas (recovery on natural disasters)

- Measure socioeconomic variables using photographs of places taken by 
people





CV Applications on Political Science



CV Applications on Political Science
- Measuring technological growth/change by analysing photos.

- Time based comparison for cities
- Population change
- Weather change
- Types of jobs
- People’s habit (crowd change from number of people to number of cars)



CV Applications on Political Science

















Future Studies CV for Political Science
- Determine whether a car is being driven by ai or a human
- Drone monitoring of cities to measure changes on public
- Job shifting effect on public/economy after robotizing redundant jobs
- Community changes on small cities and growth/change on small cities



Questions

?


